
 

 

PINTOR Magdalena Kubik, ul. Kręta 6, 96-124 Krężce, POLAND 

Dear Sirs, 

long ago announced event - launch of new product of PINTOR Magdalena Kubik 

company – Collector is right around the corner and will take place this year. Behind 

me eight years of work on innovative technology enabling performance of very 

complicated wooden construction of Collector product without usage of any elements 

supporting or replacing wooden joints like metal joints, glue, etc.. Behind me eight 

years of work on very complicated construction of Collector product which has a lot of 

functions among which is the function which performs the idea of the construction – 

the possibility of collecting of books in physical form being information carriers in 

human-human model serves to preserve original and valuable knowledge transferred 

through generations, from humans to humans, according to their personal needs and 

appreciation.  

As I mentioned above Collector is multifunctional. In its original style it is also 

possible to collect worthless books, there is a place for telescope, socks, phone, it is 

possible to rest in it, drink tea and even read. 

I encourage to learn about all of Collector’s functions but also to personal reflections 

mentioning below few of mine, lightening the idea of Collector’s construction and its 

performance by Collector’s function - the possibility of collecting of books in physical 

form being information carriers in human-human model serves to preserve original 

and valuable knowledge transferred through generations, from humans to humans, 

according to their personal needs and appreciation. 

We are experiencing presently High Tech transformation in the area of information 

technology concerning knowledge transfers by the application of the new function 

which is function of author which without a doubt will be extinct like reader – 

personal computer which has left box of useless disks behind in the whole World. It is 



 

 

worth considering the human function in environment in which changes are forced by 

High Tech transformation creating highly processed knowledge as it can be a process 

of functional illiteracy human will be subjected to looking into this process against 

payment.  

Sometimes to convert itself into wise, ignorance needs ignorance and not only high 

processed knowledge can cause functional illiteracy but also original knowledge in 

digital form which can displace knowledge written in books. Amount of humans 

persecuted due to the knowledge possessed exceed the amount of humans esteemed 

due to knowledge possessed. Knowledge in digital form especially original and 

valuable knowledge can become the subject of economical war and even armed 

conflicts, be destroyed, overtaken with restricted or no access what will start process 

of knowledge transfers vanishing caused by decreasing knowledge resources.  

Collecting of the useful knowledge written in the physical form of books is beneficial to 

humanity, supports peace, health by eliminating negative effects of usage of digital 

readers, develops imagination and what most important - the human wisdom which to 

grow anew needs much more time than the highest tree. Sometimes to not be stupid it 

is enough to possess one wise book and Collector product is designed for this kind of 

Clients as well.  

The main advantage of the Collector product is this that Collector product enabling 

collecting of books which do not need battery to be read even if it is this one and only, 

for instance cookery.   

From the bottom of my heart I wish my company’s Clients right choices. 

To learn more about PINTOR Magdalena Kubik company’s products go to 

www.pintor.pl/en/   

Best regards, 

Magdalena Kubik 
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